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The Collected Works Of Edith Stein
This is the story of spoiled Undine Spragg, a vain heroine who rises from Dakota to New York to Paris, leaving behind a trail of
broken promises on her quest for a place in the upper class.
"With reason Edith Stein has been called 'the most significant German woman of this century'. Her writings on woman are the fruit
of both reflection and debate with other leaders of the Catholic feminist movement in German-speaking countries between the
World Wars. ....." [from back cover]
Edith Stein lived an unconventional life. Born into a devout Jewish family, she drifted into atheism in her mid teens, took up the
study of philosophy, studied with Edmund Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, became a pioneer in the women's movement in
Germany, a military nurse in World War I, converted from atheism to Catholic Christianity, became a Carmelite nun, was murdered
at Auschwitz-Birkenau in 1942, and canonized by Pope John Paul II. Renowned philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre here presents a
fascinating account of Edith Stein's formative development as a philosopher. To accomplish this, he offers a concise survey of her
context, German philosophy in the first decades of the twentieth century. His treatment of Stein demonstrates how philosophy can
form a person and not simply be an academic formulation in the abstract. MacIntyre probes the phenomenon of conversion in
Stein as well as contemporaries Franz Rosenzweig, and Georg Luckas. His clear and concise account of Stein's formation in the
context of her mentors and colleagues reveals the crucial questions and insights that her writings offer to those who study Husserl,
Heidegger or the Thomism of the 1920's and 30's. Written with a clarity that reaches beyond an academic audience, this book will
reward careful study by anyone interested in Edith Stein as thinker, pioneer and saint.
Chronicles the hitherto untold story of a Jewish woman who converted to Catholicism, became a nun, achieved success in
German philosophy, and was sent to a Nazi death camp when she refused to deny her Jewish heritage
This book contains Book of Her Foundations and Minor Works. Includes general and biblical index. In 1573, while staying in
Salamanca to assist her nuns in the task of establishing one of her seventeen monasteries, Teresa began composing the story of
their foundation. The Book of Her Foundations comprises the major portion of Volume Three. This book not only tells the story of
the establishment of her monasteries but, characteristic of Teresa, digresses into counsels on prayer, love, melancholy, virtuous
living and dying, plus other teachings of the Mother Foundress. This book also has an excellent introduction, chronology, and map
of Teresa's foundations and journeys. Five of her brief works, including her poetry, complete ICS Publications' third volume of her
Collected Works. Includes general and biblical index.
Edith Wharton (1862 – 1937) was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist and short story writer. The Age of Innocence (1920)
won the 1921 Pulitzer Prize for literature, making Wharton the first woman to win the award. Many of Wharton's novels are
characterized by a subtle use of dramatic irony. Having grown up in upper-class pre-World War I society, Wharton became one of
its most astute critics, in such works as The House of Mirth and The Age of Innocence. In addition to writing several respected
novels, Wharton produced a wealth of short stories and is particularly well regarded for her ghost stories. This carefully crafted
ebook is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents and the following works: Afterward, The Age of
Innocence, Artemis to Actaeon and Other Verses, Autres Temps…, Bunner Sisters, The Choice, Coming Home, Crucial Instances,
The Custom of the Country, The Descent of Man & Other Stories, The Early Short Fiction of Edith Wharton, Volume 1, The Early
Short Fiction of Edith Wharton, Volume 2, Ethan Frome, Fighting France, The Fruit of the Tree, The Glimpses of the Moon, The
Greater Inclination, The Hermit and the Wild Woman, The House of Mirth, In Morocco, Kerfol, The Long Run, Madame de
Treymes, The Reef, Sanctuary, Summer, Tales of Men and Ghosts, The Touchstone, The Triumph of Night, The Valley of
Decision, Xingu.
This initial volume of the Collected Works of Edith Stein offers, for the first time in English, the unabridged biography of Edith Stein
(Teresa Benedicta of the Cross), depicting her life as a child and young adult. Her text ends abruptly because the Nazi SS
arrested, then deported, her to the Auschwitz concentration camp in 1942. The ebook version contains a fully linked Index, Map
and List of Places. Edith Stein is one of the most significant German-Jewish women of the 20th century. At the age of twenty-five
she became the first assistant to Edmund Husserl, the founder of Phenomenology. She was much in demand as a writer and
lecturer after her conversion from atheism to Catholicism. Later, as a Discalced Carmelite nun, she maintained her intellectual
pursuits until she, like so many others, became a victim of the Nazi persecution that raged across Eastern Europe. By making this
landmark work available in English, the Institute of Carmelite Studies provides an eye-witness account of persons and activities on
the scene at the time when psychology and philosophy became separate disciplines. In addition to photographs and a map, this
volume is enhanced with a preface, the foreword and afterword, notes, and a list of places associated with Edith Stein’s life. It is
our aim that these, together with Edith Stein’s text, may help bring into relief the many background details of the rich
autobiographical work she has left us. **Chosen "Best Spirituality Book of 1986" by the Catholic Press Association**
Any state exists only for the benefit of human beings. This basic tenet of Edith Stein's political thought rests on her conviction that
humanity is fundamentally one community, precious beyond measure. Differences of race, culture, and language offer us means
to grasp the values of life uniquely so that we may share them universally, reaching across all such social boundaries. Stein wrote
this treatise in the early days of the Weimar Republic, shortly after the First World War. It sets forth a philosophy of law,
government, and administration that is at once idealistic and practical. What is right, Stein argues, does not arise from legislation
or litigation or politics. Right relations, as such, are more basic than any institution. Here, too, are Stein's first serious discussions
of religious issues such as guilt, expiation, and freedom of conscience. This is the philosophical work that immediately preceded
her decision to be baptized, on January 1, 1922. Whether ironically or predictably, Stein was put to death twenty years later by a
state that brazenly defied nearly every principle that she had defended in this treatise. In death she bore personal witness to the
unity and dignity of the human race. She perished with her people, Jews and Christians alike, at Auschwitz. This ebook contains a
fully linked Index.
Potency and Act is the second of three works in which Edith Stein said she endeavored to fulfill her “proper mission’ in
philosophy, her “life’s task”: relating the phenomenology of her teacher Edmund Husserl and the scholasticism of St. Thomas
Aquinas. But more than “critically comparing” the two ways of thinking, she wished to “fuse” them into her own “philosophical
system,” searching for that perennial philosophy lying “beyond ages and peoples, common to all who honestly seek truth.” More
Information Edith Stein was a Jewish phenomenologist who became a Catholic after reading the autobiography of St. Teresa of
Jesus and entered the order of Discalced Carmelites founded by the saint. Stein died in Auschwitz in 1942 and was herself
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canonized in 1998 as St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross. Her philosophical thinking had been formed by Husserl, but she came to
“find a home in Aquinas’s thought world.” In Potency and Act she “aimed to get from scholasticism to phenomenology and vice
versa” and “allow the two ways of doing philosophy to come to resolution within herself.” The first of the three works in which she
carried out her mission was a play where Husserl and Aquinas appear on stage to discuss their agreements and differences (in
Knowledge and Faith, ICS Publications, Edith Stein’s Collected Works, vol. 8). The second, Potency and Act, was written in 1931
but published for the first time in 1998. The third was her major work, Finite and Eternal Being, written around 1935 and also
published posthumously, in 1950 (Collected Works, vol. 9). Potency and Act is complementary to Finite and Eternal Being, for they
are quite different in content. The approach to the study of being in Potency and Act is “modal” as the title implies; her treatment
of possible worlds and of form prescribing possibilities relates to phenomenological themes and also to recent developments in
logical semantics. Philosophy of religion, of course, is a central concern. We reach God not only through faith and contemplation,
she says, but “by thinking,” using “logical reasoning” both from the world without (as in St. Thomas) and from the world within
(“the way of St. Augustine”); indeed, God’s existence is also a “purely formal conclusion.” Her many searching analyses are
suggestive in their own right: on human freedom, temporality, self-knowledge, individuality, evolution (which she “fits into the
“scholastic world view”), atheism, eschatology.
Winner of the 1921 Pulitzer Prize, The Age of Innocence is an elegant, masterful portrait of desire and betrayal in old New
York—now with a new introduction from acclaimed author Colm Tóibín for the novel’s centennial. With vivid power, Wharton
evokes a time of gaslit streets, formal dances held in the ballrooms of stately brownstones, and society people "who dreaded
scandal more than disease." This is Newland Archer's world as he prepares to many the docile May Welland. Then, suddenly, the
mysterious, intensely nonconformist Countess Ellen Olenska returns to New York after a long absence, turning Archer's world
upside down. This classic Wharton tale of thwarted love is an exuberantly comic and profoundly moving look at the passions of the
human heart, as well as a literary achievement of the highest order.

Augusto Monterroso is widely known for short stories characterized by brilliant satire and wit. Yet behind scathing
allusions to the weaknesses and defects of the artistic and intellectual worlds, they show his generous and expansive
sense of compassion. This book brings together for the first time in English the volumes Complete Works (and Other
Stories) (Obras completas [y otros cuentos] 1959) and Perpetual Motion (Movimiento perpetuo 1972). Together, they
reveal Monterroso as a foundational author of the new Latin American narrative.
Overview: To help celebrate the fourth centenary of the birth of St. John of the Cross in 1542, Edith Stein received the
task of preparing a study of his writings. She uses her skill as a philosopher to enter into an illuminating reflection on the
difference between the two symbols of cross and night. Pointing out how entering the night is synonymous with carrying
the cross, she provides a condensed presentation of John's thought on the active and passive nights, as discussed in
The Ascent of Mount Carmel and The Dark Night. All of this leads Edith to speak of the glory of resurrection that the soul
shares, through a unitive contemplation described chiefly in The Living Flame of Love. In the summer of 1942, the Nazis
without warrant took Edith away. The nuns found the manuscript of this profound study lying open in her room. Because
of the Nazis' merciless persecution of Jews in Germany, Edith Stein traveled discreetly across the border into Holland to
find safe harbor in the Carmel of Echt. But the Nazi invasion of Holland in 1940 again put Edith in danger. The cross
weighed down heavily as those of Jewish birth were harassed. Sr. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross's superiors then
assigned her a task they thought would take her mind off the threatening situation. The fourth centenary of the birth, of
St. John of the Cross (1542) was approaching, and Edith could surely contribute a valuable study for the celebration. It is
no surprise that in view of her circumstances she discovered in the subject of the cross a central viewpoint for her study.
A subject like this enabled her to grasp John's unity of being as expressed in his life and works. Using her training in
phenomenology, she helps the reader apprehend the difference in the symbolic character of cross and night and why the
night-symbol prevails in John. She clarifies that detachment is designated by him as a night through which the soul must
pass to reach union with God and points out how entering the night is equivalent to carrying the cross. Finally, in a
fascinating way Edith speaks of how the heart or fountainhead of personal life, an inmost region, is present in both God
and the soul and that in the spiritual marriage this inmost region is surrendered by each to the other. She observes that in
the soul seized by God in contemplation all that is mortal is consumed in the fire of eternal love. The spirit as spirit is
destined for immortal being, to move through fire along a path from the cross of Christ to the glory of his resurrection.
In the wake of World War I when neither Jews nor women were widely accepted in academia, Edith Stein rose to
prominence as a leading intellectual in Germany. She was a passionate and brilliant philosopher who lived and thrived in
the intellectual university community of Germany. She was also a young Jewish woman who shocked her intellectual
community when she fell in love with Jesus Christ and became a Roman Catholic. More shocking still, eleven years later,
Edith entered the cloistered Carmelite order to follow a life of mystic and contemplative prayer in the cloister under the
name Teresa Benedicta of the Cross. Edith Stein’s surrender to grace is all the more visible because of the dark night
that enveloped the period of history in which she lived and died — years when millions of men and women, including Edith
Stein herself, were systematically murdered by the Nazi regime in the name of diligent ethnic cleansing. Today, as the
meaning of feminism is lost in a world of relativism, Edith Stein provides a model for a true feminist woman who
authentically integrates faith, family, and work. In these pages, award-winning journalist Maria Ruiz Scaperlanda brings
new light to this complex woman, her culture, and the pivotal period of history in which she lived and died. More than a
biography, these pages paint a multifaceted portrait of Edith Stein as seen by scholars, friends, and relatives – and by
Catholics and Jews alike. You’ll gain new insights into the complex aspects of her life and death, as well as the impact of
her character and personality on those who knew her. But most of all, you will enter into the interior life of this woman of
Jewish descent who transformed her entire life because of her encounter with Jesus Christ, an encounter that led her
from the depths of atheism to the heights of sainthood.
"this is an inspiring collection of Edith stein's shorter spiritual writings, many available for the first time in English
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translation. They were composed during her final years, often at the request of her Carmelite superiors. ..." [from back
cover]
To help celebrate the fourth centenary of the birth of St. John of the Cross in 1542, Edith Stein received the task of
preparing a study of his writings. She uses her skill as a philosopher to enter into an illuminating reflection on the
difference between the two symbols of cross and night. Pointing out how entering the night is synonymous with carrying
the cross, she provides a condensed presentation of John's thought on the active and passive nights, as discussed in
The Ascent of Mount Carmel and The Dark Night. All of this leads Edith to speak of the glory of resurrection that the soul
shares, through a unitive contemplation described chiefly in The Living Flame of Love. In the summer of 1942, the Nazis
without warrant took Edith away. The nuns found the manuscript of this profound study lying open in her room. Because
of the Nazis' merciless persecution of Jews in Germany, Edith Stein traveled discreetly across the border into Holland to
find safe harbor in the Carmel of Echt. But the Nazi invasion of Holland in 1940 again put Edith in danger. The cross
weighed down heavily as those of Jewish birth were harassed. Sr. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross's superiors then
assigned her a task they thought would take her mind off the threatening situation. The fourth centenary of the birth, of
St. John of the Cross (1542) was approaching, and Edith could surely contribute a valuable study for the celebration. It is
no surprise that in view of her circumstances she discovered in the subject of the cross a central viewpoint for her study.
A subject like this enabled her to grasp John's unity of being as expressed in his life and works. Using her training in
phenomenology, she helps the reader apprehend the difference in the symbolic character of cross and night and why the
night-symbol prevails in John. She clarifies that detachment is designated by him as a night through which the soul must
pass to reach union with God and points out how entering the night is equivalent to carrying the cross. Finally, in a
fascinating way Edith speaks of how the heart or fountainhead of personal life, an inmost region, is present in both God
and the soul and that in the spiritual marriage this inmost region is surrendered by each to the other. She observes that in
the soul seized by God in contemplation all that is mortal is consumed in the fire of eternal love. The spirit as spirit is
destined for immortal being, to move through fire along a path from the cross of Christ to the glory of his resurrection.
Book includes two photos and fully linked index.
Shorter spiritual writings on prayer, liturgy, and the spirit of Carmel, with 5 photos and index.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning author Edith Wharton created a diverse body of works, featuring innovative novels, short stories, poetry and nonfiction, demonstrating her inimitable wit and psychological insight. This comprehensive eBook offers readers the most complete edition of
Wharton’s works possible in the US, with rare works, numerous images and the usual Delphi bonus material. Features: * the most complete
collection possible for US readers * illustrated with many images relating to Wharton’s life and works * annotated with concise introductions
to the novels, novellas and other works * 10 novels each with contents tables * images of how the novels first appeared, giving your EReader
a taste of the original texts * ALL the pre-1923 short story collections, with RARE uncollected tales available nowhere else * separate
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories – find that special story easily! * the war novella THE MARNE, first time in
digital print * EVEN includes Wharton’s rare non-fiction texts, including THE DECORATION OF HOUSES, her groundbreaking manual on
interior design – fully illustrated * ALSO includes Wharton’s European and African travel books, with numerous original illustrations * includes
Wharton’s play THE JOY OF LIVING, translated from German * features the complete poetry, with rare poems available for the first time in
digital print * scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres, allowing easy navigation around Wharton’s immense
oeuvre * UPDATED with two new works now available in public domain: 'A Son at the Front' and 'Old New York' Please note: we aim to
provide the most comprehensive author collections available to eReader readers. To comply with US copyright restrictions, seven novels, six
short story collections and Wharton’s autobiography are not in this US version. Once later works enter the US public domain, they will be
added to the eBook as a free update. Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse our other titles The Novels THE VALLEY OF DECISION
SANCTUARY THE HOUSE OF MIRTH THE FRUIT OF THE TREE ETHAN FROME THE REEF THE CUSTOM OF THE COUNTRY
SUMMER THE AGE OF INNOCENCE THE GLIMPSES OF THE MOON The Novellas THE TOUCHSTONE MADAME DE TREYMES THE
MARNE The Short Story Collections THE GREATER INCLINATION CRUCIAL INSTANCES THE DESCENT OF MAN AND OTHER
STORIES THE HERMIT AND THE WILD WOMAN AND OTHER STORIES TALES OF MEN AND GHOSTS UNCOLLECTED EARLY
SHORT STORIES XINGU AND OTHER STORIES The Short Stories LIST OF STORIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF STORIES
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER The Play THE JOY OF LIVING The Poetry ARTEMIS TO ACTAEON AND OTHER VERSES UNCOLLECTED
POETRY ALPHABETICAL LIST OF THE COMPLETE POEMS The Non-Fiction THE DECORATION OF HOUSES ITALIAN VILLAS AND
THEIR GARDENS ITALIAN BACKGROUNDS A MOTOR-FLIGHT THROUGH FRANCE FRANCE, FROM DUNKERQUE TO BELFORT
FRENCH WAYS AND THEIR MEANING IN MOROCCO * * * * Visit www.delphiclassics.com for more information and our other Great Writers
collections!
This is an inspiring collection of Edith Stein's shorter spiritual writings, many available for the first time in English translation. Topics include:
Shorter spiritual writings on prayer, liturgy, and the spirit of Carmel. They were composed during her final years, often at the request of her
Carmelite superiors. Here the noted philosopher, Catholic feminist, and convert shares her reflections on prayer, liturgy, the lives of holy
women, the spirit of Carmel, the mystery of the Christian vocation, and the meaning of the cross in our lives. These essays, poems, and
dramatic pieces offer readers a unique glimpse into the hidden inner life of one of the twentieth century's most remarkable women.The book
includes 5 photos and fully linked index.
"this volume, "written by a beginner for beginners" bears the imprint of the extraordinary intellectual and spiritual journey of its author, one of
the most remarkable women of the twentieth century. born in Breslau into a practicing Jewish family in 1891, Edith Stein abandoned her faith
as a teenager and later became a key figure among the early disciples of Edmund Husserl, the founder of phenomenology. ........." [from back
cover]
Edith Stein and Roman Ingarden, both students of Edmund Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, corresponded extensively between 1917
and 1938. These 162 letters, most published here for the first time, reveal a friendship that spanned the adult lives of these two important
20th-century thinkers. Through Stein’s letters, the reader can follow her through her student days, her conversion from Judaism to
Catholicism, her professional life, and her decision to become a Carmelite nun in the Carmel of Cologne, where she took the name Teresa
Benedicta of the Cross. The letters end in 1938, when the Nazi threat escalating throughout Eastern Europe made correspondence difficult,
especially across national borders. Four years later Edith Stein was arrested in the Netherlands by the Nazi SS, transported to Auschwitz,
and was killed in the gas chambers. Roman Ingarden survived World War II, continued his academic work in Poland, and died in 1970.
Although Ingarden’s letters to her have not been found, Stein’s to him also help us understand the life of this Polish phenomenologist and
aesthetician, his life in Poland, his intellectual development, his own writings and academic career, and the editorial assistance Stein provided
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for all of the works he published in German. Translated from the newest critical German edition by Dr. Hugh Candler Hunt, this premiere
English edition of her correspondence—volume 12 of ICS Publications’ Collected Works of Edith Stein—gives us a fascinating and intimate
window into Edith Stein’s rich life and personality, revealing her warmth and humor, deep capacity for friendship, and remarkable intellectual
and spiritual depth. Book has 13 photos, bibliography and linked index.

Purchase one of 1st World Library's Classic Books and help support our free internet library of downloadable eBooks.
Visit us online at www.1stWorldLibrary.ORG - - HUBERT GRANICE, pacing the length of his pleasant lamp-lit library,
paused to compare his watch with the clock on the chimney-piece. Three minutes to eight. In exactly three minutes Mr.
Peter Ascham, of the eminent legal firm of Ascham and Pettilow, would have his punctual hand on the door-bell of the
flat. It was a comfort to reflect that Ascham was so punctual - the suspense was beginning to make his host nervous. And
the sound of the door-bell would be the beginning of the end - after that there'd be no going back, by God - no going
back!
Edited by Marianne Sawicki. Translated by Mary Catharine Baseheart and Marianne Sawicki. Edith Stein's analysis of
the interplay between the philosophy of psychology and cultural studies, particularly psychoanalytic theory and
behaviorism. "Do I have to?" is the most human of all questions. Children ask it when told to go to sleep. Adults ponder it
when faced with the demands of the workplace, the family, or their own emotions and addictions. We find ourselves
always poised between freedom and necessity. In this volume, her most profound and carefully argued phenomenology
of human creativity, Edith Stein explores the interplay of causal constraints and motivated choices. She demonstrates
that physical events and physiological processes do not entirely determine behavior; the energy deployed for living and
creativity exceeds what comes to us through physical means. The human body is a complex interface between the
material world and an equally real world of personal value. The body opens as well to community. Stein shows that,
strictly speaking, there is no such thing as a solitary human being. Communities are reservoirs of the meaning and value
that fuel both our everyday choices and our once-in-a-lifetime accomplishments. This basic fact, she argues, is the
starting point for any viable political or social theory. The two treatises in this book comprise her post-doctoral dissertation
that Stein wrote to qualify for a teaching job at a German university just after the First World War. They ring with the joy,
hope, and confidence of a brilliant young scholar. Today they continue to challenge the major schools of twentiethcentury psychology and cultural studies, particularly psychoanalytic theory and behaviorism. Here, too, is the intellectual
manifesto of a woman who would go on to become a Christian and a Carmelite nun, only to be killed at Auschwitz like so
many others of Jewish ancestry.
Edith Stein comes alive through these warm, totally attentive letters. She joins a deeply sensitive heart with her keen
intelligence, revealing herself to be a wise mentor and a caring friend available to anyone who approached her. Here we
learn what was truly important to her: the total well-being of those who treasured her letters enough to preserve them
even while suffering the havoc of war and oppression. This volume offers the first English translation of the majority of
her surviving letters, with 4 photos and a fully linked index of recipients.
Having been out of print for half a century, the original text is here re-edited and enhanced by scholarly perspectives and
updated and corrected in the light of knowledge which was not available to the author at the time. Book includes 9
photos. More Information Enriched by a broader range of contemporary literature about the philosopher, educator,
spiritual writer, and victim of the catastrophe that engulfed her as part of her Jewish people, this new presentation of the
biography everyone cites so frequently brings the reader closer to the real Edith Stein. The editors have avoided
weighing down this engaging life story with intrusive scholarly notes and commentaries. Instead they have relegated such
material to a separate section of “Gleanings.” This gives the reader the option of enjoying the biography unencumbered
by supplementary matter or delving into the Gleanings when desired. The three editors/translators are close to the Stein
family as well as to her Carmelite family which she entered in 1933. Susanne Batzdorff is Edith Stein’s niece, who has
known her in person. Josephine Koeppel and John Sullivan are both Carmelites who have occupied themselves with the
life and work of the saint and have talked with several Carmelite religious who lived with Edith Stein. Complementing their
notes and comments that deepen the knowledge of the famous phenomenologist and Carmelite is an insightful
“Foreword” contributed by Sr. Amata Neyer, OCD, who knew Posselt personally. She has served as prioress of the
Cologne Carmel and as archivist for its Edith Stein Archive.
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